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UNCLASSIFIED
DTRA leadership takes security seriously and understands that poor Information System (IS) Security practices have the potential to compromise the overall mission.  It is imperative that users abide by a set of standards and practices when supporting operations.  This Information Systems Access Agreement coupled with acknowledgement of its underlying regulations is a foundation of the DTRA Information System Security program and is mandatory for all DTRA IS users.
 
Please read this document thoroughly before signing.  By signing this document, you acknowledge and consent that when you access Department of Defense (DoD) Information Systems:
 
You are accessing a U.S. Government information system (IS) (which includes any device attached to this information system) that is provided for U.S. Government authorized use only. 
 
The information below may be used to identify you and may be disclosed to law enforcement authorities for investigating or prosecuting a violation of the law. Disclosure of information is voluntary; however, failure to disclose information could result in denial of access to DTRA systems.
 
I attest that I have read and will abide with all criteria as stated below and I accept that failure to comply with these guidelines may subject me to disciplinary actions including loss of employment, loss of security clearances, criminal prosecution, fines, incarceration and/or UCMJ action.  I have been afforded the opportunity to discuss any questions with the Information System Security Manager (ISSM) of the system(s) I am accessing.
 
System User Description
A DTRA system user is defined as anyone who has access to DTRA-owned IT resources, i.e., E-Mail to include Outlook Web Access (OWA), Virtual Desktop (VDI), network shares, laptops, workstations, Smart Phones, Personal Data Assistants (PDA), software, etc. The access to these resources may be via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) type connection from external locations using DTRA supplied software and/or hardware, physical access within DTRA owned spaces, or DTRA authorized government-owned/ operated/ approved telework centers.
 
DTRA users play a key role in the protection of information processed by or stored on the DTRA networks.  Each user is responsible for observing rules and regulations governing the secure operation and authorized use of the NIPRNET, SIPRNET, JWICS and other DTRA-owned systems and networks, as prescribed in this agreement and in DoD and National Security Directives.
You consent to the following conditions:
  
The U.S. Government routinely intercepts and monitors communications on this information system for purposes including, but not limited to, penetration testing, communications security (COMSEC) monitoring, network operations and defense, personnel misconduct (PM), law enforcement (LE), and counterintelligence (CI) investigations.At any time, the U.S. Government may inspect and seize data stored on this information system.Communications using, or data stored on, this information system are not private, are subject to routine monitoring, interception, and search, and may be disclosed or used for any U.S. Government-authorized purpose.This information system includes security measures (e.g., authentication and access controls) to protect U.S. Government interests--not for your personal benefit or privacy.Notwithstanding the above, using an information system does not constitute consent to personnel misconduct, law enforcement, or counterintelligence investigative searching or monitoring of the content of privileged communications or data (including work product) that are related to personal representation or services by aorneys, psychotherapists, or clergy, and their assistants. Under these circumstances, such communications and work product are private and confidential, as further explained below:Nothing in this User Agreement shall be interpreted to limit the user's consent to, or in any other way restrict or affect, any U.S. Government actions for purposes of network administration, operation, protection, or defense, or for communications security. This includes all communications and data on an information system, regardless of any applicable privilege or confidentiality.The user consents to interception/capture and seizure of ALL communications and data for any authorized purpose (including personnel misconduct, law enforcement, or counterintelligence investigation). However, consent to interception/capture or seizure of communications and data is not consent to the use of privileged communications or data for personnel misconduct, law enforcement, or counterintelligence investigation against any party and does not negate any applicable privilege or confidentiality that otherwise applies.Whether any particular communication or data qualifies for the protection of a privilege, or is covered by a duty of confidentiality, is determined in accordance with established legal standards and DoD policy. Users are strongly encouraged to seek personal legal counsel on such matters prior to using an information system if the user intends to rely on the protections of a privilege or confidentiality.Users should take reasonable steps to identify such communications or data that the user asserts are protected by any such privilege or confidentiality. However, the user's identification or assertion of a privilege or confidentiality is not sufficient to create such protection where none exists under established legal standards and DoD policy.A user's failure to take reasonable steps to identify such communications or data as privileged or confidential does not waive the privilege or confidentiality if such protections otherwise exist under established legal standards and DoD policy. However, in such cases the U.S. Government is authorized to take reasonable actions to identify such communication or data as being subject to a privilege or confidentiality, and such actions do not negate any applicable privilege or confidentiality.These conditions preserve the confidentiality of the communication or data, and the legal protections regarding the use and disclosure of privileged information, and thus such communications and data are private and confidential. Further, the U.S. Government shall take all reasonable measures to protect the content of captured/seized privileged communications and data to ensure they are appropriately protected.In cases when the user has consented to content searching or monitoring of communications or data for personnel misconduct, law enforcement, or counterintelligence investigative searching, (i.e., for all communications and data other than privileged communications or data that are related to personal representation or services by attorneys, psychotherapists, or clergy, and their assistants), the U.S. Government may, solely at its discretion and in accordance with DoD policy, elect to apply a privilege or other restriction on the U.S. Government's otherwise-authorized use or disclosure of such information. All of the above conditions apply regardless of whether the access or use of an information system includes the display of a Notice and Consent Banner ("banner"). When a banner is used, the banner functions to remind the user of the conditions that are set forth in this User Agreement, regardless of whether the banner describes these conditions in full detail or provides a summary of such conditions and regardless whether the banner expressly references this User Agreement.You have read all of the information contained in this document and you understand that you are liable for all information to which you have access.You also understand that you must protect DTRA information from disclosure to unauthorized individuals.You understand that you are only authorized to access information for which you are responsible or granted permission to access.You acknowledge that your Common Access Card (CAC), SIPRNET token and/or password have been assigned to you as an individual and you will not disclose the pins to the cards or your password to any other person.You understand that any passwords issued to you must be protected as appropriate for the classification level of the system.You will immediately notify the DTRA Cybersecurity Division or your Security Manager if you suspect that your CAC, SIPRNET token or password has been compromised.You also understand that all electronic media or downloaded files originating outside of DTRA will be checked for computer viruses before use in any DTRA computer system.You understand that violations of these procedures are punishable in accordance with the DoD 5200.1-R, DoD Information Security Program, DoDI 8500.01, Cybersecurity, and other applicable DoD regulations for civilians, the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) for service members, and the DoD 5220.22-M, National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) for contractors.  
Users of DTRA Information Systems will:
 
Actively participate in the Cybersecurity Program by adhering to Cybersecurity practices and procedures. Users will also actively participate in Cybersecurity Awareness, Education, and Training to maintain a high level of security awareness.Be appropriately cleared and indoctrinated for the information to which they have access and have a valid need-to-know.Protect and maintain positive control of their authentication mechanism (DoD CAC, SIPR token) from compromise, not share their authentication mechanism, and report any possible compromise of a authentication mechanism to the Information Assurance Division or local security managerProtect their PIN/password from compromise, not share their PIN/password, and report any possible compromise of a PIN/password to the Cybersecurity Division or local security manager.If applicable, change their passwords at least once every 60 days in accordance with CTO-06-02.Report all security incidents or unusual occurrences (e.g., suspected viruses and intrusions), involving systems or networks either directly or via their supervisor to the Information Systems Security Manager (ISSM)/Network Operations Security Center (NOSC).Ensure that hard copy output and storage media are properly marked with the correct classification and caveats.Ensure that the system or network hardware, for which they are responsible (e.g., monitor, printer), is properly labeled with the highest classification level of data which may be processed thereon.Abide by all rules of behavior for access to the Defense Agency Initiative (DAI) System, Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), MyBiz and other similar financial and human resource systems external to DTRA. Protect terminals from unauthorized access, including visual access to the screen.Relocate any information technology (IT) equipment only with specific authorization from the office of the CIO.Inform the ISSM/System Administrator (SA) when access to a particular system or network is no longer required (e.g., completion of project, transfer, retirement, resignation, etc).Backup all data files on a regular basis if specified or required in the System SOPs. An SA will back up data files located on the network systems. Procedures will be provided by the system owner for backing up files residing on stand-alone systems.Ensure that they logout or engage the screen lock mechanism before leaving any system or network workstation unattended.Users shall not connect (wired or wireless) any personally owned or non-DoD IT equipment (for example smartphones, printers, personal computers, file storage, and digitally enabled devices) to government provided IT system or network without the approval of the I2TS
When teleworking:
 
Ensure home routers are configured to use WPA2 AES encryption with a strong password.Ensure home routers default password is changed to a strong password.Configure home routers so they cannot be administered from outside the home network, preventing external attackers from taking control of the device. 
Users of DTRA Information Systems will not: 
 
Attempt to bypass, overload or test security mechanisms without written authorization from the ISSM.Import, introduce, or use unauthorized software or connect (wired or wireless) any personally owned or non-DoD IT equipment (for example smartphones, printers, personal computers, file storage, and digitally enabled devices) to government provided IT system or network without the approval of the I2TS...Autoforward DTRA mail to non-government email systems.Violate software copyright and license agreements.Use Instant Messaging (IM) from an external internet service provider.Download software for personal use, or without authorization (from the Authorizing Official (AO)), or in violation of licensing or other intellectual property protection agreements, laws, or regulations.Use DTRA LANs to engage in any activities or uses prohibited by Federal or state laws or regulations.Attempt to gain access to information for which they are not authorized or have no need-to-know.Introduce or use privately-owned IT equipment within DTRA facilities or to process U.S. Government information without written permission from the AO. Process classified information on unclassified systems.Transmit sensitive information via the Internet unless approved for public release or utilizing approved encryption.Create or forward chain letters via any U.S. Government IT resources.Solicit money for any reason using any U.S. Government IT resources.Transmit messages serving as advertising or marketing.Introduce any material copied from the Internet without performing a virus check.Use U.S. Government IT resources to further an individual's involvement in private business ventures.Transmit or solicit sexually oriented material or images or download, create, store, or display files of a sexual nature using U.S. Government IT resources.Transmit profane, obscene, abusive, offensive, or harassing statements including disparagement of others based on race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, political beliefs, or political affiliation.Deliberately download or transmit viruses, worms, Trojan horses, logic bombs, or any program designed to destroy records, penetrate or impair security, or impair system function.Collect or transmit any material in violation of federal, state, or local law or U.S. Government Regulations.Attempt illegal or unauthorized entry into any information system. Attempt illegal or unauthorized modification, destruction, manipulation, or denial of access to information residing on any information system. Do not reconfigure VoIP devices for personal use.
KVM Use:
 
You agree to adhere to the following operational guidelines when using a Keyboard, Video, Mouse (KVM) switched workstation.
 
Protect the system and KVM in your area 
Report any spillage of classified information to your Information System Security Officer or the Information System Security ManagerSafeguard and report any unexpected or unrecognized computer output, including both displayed or printed products Use different CACs, tokens or passwords on each system connected through a KVMBe responsible for marking/labeling magnetic media 
Administrative Procedures:
Users are required to follow the procedures below when using KVM switches:
1. Logon onto an information system (IS).
Identify the classification of the IS currently selected.Use the token or login/passwords appropriate for that IS.Verify the classification of the present IS by checking the classification label/banner.Begin processing.2. Switching between ISs.
Screen lock the IS you are currently using if the IS supports this capability.Select the desired IS with the switch.Enter the user identifier and password to deactivate the screen lock on the newly selected IS.Verify the classification of the present IS by checking the classification label/banner.Begin processing. 
 
Physical Security Controls:
 
KVM switches are normally unclassified devices; however, it must be protected in a manner suitable for the IS with the highest classification to which it is connected. For example, if the switch is connected to a classified system and an unclassified system, then it will be protected in the same manner as the classified system. 
 
Labels:
 
All IS components must be labeled, including all switch positions. They must be clearly marked with the appropriate classification labels
 
Desktop Backgrounds:
 
To avoid inadvertent compromises, systems joined by multi-position switches will utilize desktop backgrounds that display classification banners at the top or bottom. The classification banner will state the overall classification of the system in large bold type, and the banner background will be in a solid color that matches the classification (Secret - red, Confidential - blue, Unclassified - green). When systems have a similar classification level, but require separation for releasability or other constraints, use of unique colors for the different systems is permissible.
Screen Locks:
 
Screen lock applications must display the highest classification of the system on which the system is currently logged into and shall implement a lockout feature to re-authenticate the user.
Smart Keys:
 
Systems using KVM switches must not employ "smart" or memory enhanced/data retaining keyboards, monitors or mice. These types of interfaces provide memory retention that creates a risk of data transfer between systems of different classifications. This includes keyboards with smart card readers, universal serial bus (USB) ports, and removable media drives.
Hot Key Capability:
 
If the switch has configurable features, the configuration must be protected from modification by the user with a DOD compliant password. Switches featuring the ability to automatically toggle between IS must have this feature disabled. The only "hot key" feature permitted to be enabled is the menu feature that allows the user to select the IS to be used from a displayed menu.
 
Wireless or Infrared Technology:
 
Systems using KVM switches must not use keyboards or mice with wireless or infrared technology.
Connectors:
 
The use of switches to share peripherals other than the keyboard, video/monitor, and mouse by connecting peripherals to ISs of different classification levels is prohibited. All switches that are attached to ISs of different classifications will have this feature disabled.
Regardless of whether it can be disabled, no peripheral devices other than the keyboard, video/monitor, or mouse will be connected to the KVM switch.
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